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Of course about 

Death; 

Soon about 

Life, also? 
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Since about the 

Passage of movement. 

In “hike”  

About gender through 

The comprehension of 

“group” 

Versus “one” 

Type variations 

Considers, tag[]s: 

Social dynamics through art 

 

And of course in gender what me might see, be described to; 

May be pun to true 

Meaning of.  

within the first 

Two commas 

Are parts of gender 

Exhibitive nuance: 

“semen” “war” “truce”  

Upon “ … sly betrayal” 

We enter “hike”  “…” 

Where we first have: 

A proposition of 

View from  s.d. perspective  

And perhaps from 
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This perspective 

We have the entry 

Into the top: of this 

Poem: 

  Who comes 

With is it 

Like alliance 

To “a grave” 

cited accompanying music: 

Grimes, (-human) kill v. maim  

Human behavior, Bjork 

Rag n’ bone human 

 

and the opposition of 

“human” to “woman” 

i.e. suggesting 

based on what we conceive 

in culture of notion: “woman” 

points “human” as being of to it; opposite. 

  It is perhaps noteworthy 

Why this might be a primary 

Method to measuring “woman” [cultural notions and perhaps in opposition to contextual, this analysis] 

   As another séance in this 

Poem:  

       “To hike is to be  
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Comfortable in nature, a one-to-one 

Relationship.” And still: 

     “To hike alone without 

Preparation is to be a 

Woman wandering, either 

Lost or batshit or both” 

Lookup “batshit” and 

How odd so; since 

In case of “human” 

“nature” 

Then; “is … comfortable” 

Either as “woman” the “hike”  

Is not “in nature” or “human”  

Is really to it “woman” 

a different species. 

  In the case of “batshit” 

though often 

Heard of 

With reference to 

Crazy when 

Broken down to the obvious: 

Bat shit; it almost sounds 

Like or rather the response 

Of fear at scared. Of course 

Within the derivations of 
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Scared and fear; in any 

Case; “to hike alone 

Without preparation” 

 

Derivations 

Of Look-up 

Can also 

Include 

Recollecting 

In process  

 

Is conceivable with reference 

To the perhaps new frame 

Of bat shit; which of 

Course could mean 

Batting poorly, also. In any  

Case running to a trail for a “hike” 

Might make belief if 

In a severe or even varied  

State of scare and-or fear. 

And with reference to,  here “woman” may be 

The species that experiences  

Such; whereas either 

“human” is socially dynamically 

Protected against 
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It: in reverse: 

“that is, the normal kind”  

“To hike in a pair or a group is to be the pack kind of human,”  

Or perhaps to reserve the moment 

Of a “hike” for preferences 

Of “comfort—“ ; in  

Any case; such perspicacity [sp?] 

Is what differentiates these 

Mythical versions of “woman”  

And “human” if even 

Based on the regular 

Derivations of these 

Perhaps at least contextual 

Now cultural terms. In any 

Case the sense of fear or 

Scared as in bat shit  

Might mean directs us to 

The beginning of the poem: 

And of course  

Since it comes form 

“woman” we finally have 

The reason for the perhaps 

Opposing woman nuances: 

“semen” et al. In any case it is likely “a grave” 

Of “woman” do you think 
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Due to that “woman” version  

Of “hike” or do you think  

The “batshit” of its any 

Variant meaning is 

What is caused 

By the “grave” 

Of “woman”  

 

 

 


